This Dossier shows the social contribution made by IoBM students during their Social Advocacy / Community Service Projects …

Such projects are common in all universities worldwide however almost all do it in a non sustainable way. Students at IoBM tried to create sustainable solutions by creating self-employment for the poor.

The saying goes “Give a man a fish you feed him for a day, teach his to fish you feed for the lifetime” …

This Dossier shows the detail of such projects executed in Spring 2016
TOTAL VALUE OF DONATIONS: Rs. 940,345

TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUPS: 62

AVERAGE VALUE OF DONATION PER PROJECT:
Average: 940,345/57= 16,497
(5 projects didn’t collected donations)

CATEGORIES OF PROJECTS:
Roadside Eatable Stalls: 11
Sewing Machines: 14
Vegetables & fruits Cart: 6
Job employment: 5
Small Shop/cabin: 4
Bike for delivery boy: 1
Wall of kindness: 3
Education financed: 6
Auto-rickshaw: 3
Wedding expense: 1
Financed health expenses: 1
Social awareness: 2
Solved water issue: 2
Functional setup clothing & accessories business: 3

TOTAL: 62
Rickshaw for Mr. Shaukat Nadeem

Mr. Shaukat lives in Saeedabad sector 12, with his family of 10. He didn’t have a sustainable source of income as he used to work as a freelance laborer.

Students, in collaboration with HANDS Org., arranged a CNG 3-seater rickshaw for him. Total cost of the project was Rs.214450/-, in which Rs.42150/- was raised by the students & Rs.172300/- was donated by HANDS Org.

Lease amount of Rs.19150/- shall be recovered by Mr. Shaukat with his consent through 4 installments starting from July 2016 to Oct 2016. The recovered amount of money shall be invested in future social projects carried out by the students.

Lease amount had to be kept small considering the family size & financial situation of Shaukat.

By Tehrim Malik, Hammad Tariq, Shiza Syed
It’s A Stitch is a social enterprise that we started with three women Kanwal, Janet and Naseem.

The main objective of this social enterprise is to provide resources and exposure to all women who require employment and who have the skill and passion to stitch.

We created a Facebook page displaying all of their creative work to show the customers their talents. With this platform the ladies can meet with customers online, to provide them with their services and acquire employment by fulfilling their needs.

By BBA Students Rumsha Sheerani, Sarah Zubair and Aniqa Asghar

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 9000
Mr. Farooq, father of 5, doesn’t have a regular source of income.

Students arranged Rs. 17,750/- for the down payment of a new rickshaw. The rest of the amount will be paid on a monthly installment of Rs. 3,813/-

Funds Raised and Donated: **Rs. 17,750/-**

By BE Students Muneeb Saleem, Musawir Ali, Shifa, Zain qazi
Mr. Anayat Khan is a 20 year old guy whose father recently passed away (3-4 Months). He has 2 brothers, one young and one elder.

Mr. Anayat used to have a stall of sweet potato which became of no use as the winters ended, now Mr Anayat was willing to get a new stall, he also had some savings and need some more cash to get his new stall.
Ms. Asiya is a married woman and has one child. She is living in moosa colony with her husband and mother-in-law. She helps her mother in law who works as a maid in different homes. Asiya has a skill of stitching clothes. Students arranged Sewing Machine for her of Rs.4000/-

By BBA Students Ambreen Ahmed, Aisha Shoaib, Esha Shahid and Mahrulkh Zaidi
Ms. Shabana age 37, is a divorced woman. She is living in gulzar-e-hijri town with his brothers family. Shabana is a small beautician who provides beauty services to women at their home.

Students arranged a facial kit for her of Rs.3000 and also introduce her to new clients.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 3000/-

By BBA Students Ambreen Ahmed, Aisha Shoaib, Esha Shahid and Mahrukh Zaidi
Mohd. Nawaz, a driver, but is unemployed since past few months with a child, wife and parents dependent on him.

Students arranged an Auto Rickshaw, for the person so that he can earn his livings easily. Meanwhile he is also finding a driver’s job so he can do both at the same time.

We got the auto rickshaw through Social and Welfare Minister, Zia Ul Hassan.

Funds Raised and Donated: PKR 120,000/-

Sponsored a wedding.

Mr. Farzand Ali, security guard, lives in Quaid-e-azam colony, husband and father of four, is a hardworking man and couldn’t afford his daughters wedding expense.

Students arranged few things for her daughters wedding worth Rs. 13,200/- from nearby market (Water pump).

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 13,200/-

By BBA Students Abdul Majid, Nasir Aslam and Suleman Ahmed
Mrs. Zahida, working as a maid, lives in Quaid-e-azam colony, wife and mother of four, is a hardworking woman but cannot work for long hours because of diabetic issues.

Students arranged a sewing machine for her worth Rs. 4,100/- from nearby market (Water pump).

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 4,100/-
Renovated a classroom of Govt. school (joint project).

Students in collaboration with PAF Kiet’s students, managed to renovate a Early Childhood Education (ECE) class at AL-Zahra govt. girls school at old Golimar. Under supervision of Ma’am Afsheen Bashir (PAF Kiet’s faculty member).

Students donated for furniture and stationery, worth Rs. 12,710/- from Urdu Bazar.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 12,710/-

By BBA Students Abdul Majid, Nasir Aslam and Suleman Ahmed
Fries stall for Mr. Gulzareen (joint project).

Mr. Gulzareen, lives in Hijrat colony, couldn’t do much work because of kidney problem. Students in collaboration with another group managed to arrange a fries stall near his house.

Students partially donated for the things required, worth Rs. 8,000/- from saddar.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 8,000/-

By BBA Students Abdul Majid, Nasir Aslam and Suleman Ahmed
Vegetables stall for Mr. Zeeshan (joint project).

Mr. Zeeshan, father of two, lives in Jamali Goth behind Daewoo bus stop (Highway), used to sell vegetables but his cart got stolen and he didn’t have any permanent source of income.

Students in collaboration with another group partially donated for the things required, worth Rs. 6,000/- from vegetable market (sabzi mandi).

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 6,000/-

By BBA Students Abdul Majid, Nasir Aslam and Suleman Ahmed
Knee Surgery of Ms Rooba

Ms Rooba is a labor at Agriculture Co And earns Rs 3000 per month and she lives Machi Maal Chowk. She has 2 brothers and one sister and most of the expenses of the household are paid by her. The Knee Surgery of MS Rooba has taken place in Jinnah Postgraduate Hospital.

We arranged the donation Rs 10000 from Jamal Foundation.

Funds Donated: Rs 10000/-

By BBA Students Ghalib Feroz Ali, Prithvi Raj Soni and Mahan Singh
Education Sponsorship of Samrah and Farah

100% Scholarship provided along with necessary study items

- Mr. Kashif Rasool is father of two girls, He suffered from severe T.B., unable to meet education expenses.
- 100% scholarship was arranged for both child along with Rs. 2,000 of School bag, boxes, lunch is provided to the students.

By BBA Students Muhammad Arsalan, Zaid Ahmed, Ali Hassan
Vegetable Stall of Pervaiz Bhai

✓ Mr. Parvaiz just converted religion into Islam from Christian, disowned by community, unable to continue minority job, left with no means of livelihood.

✓ Arrangement of vegetable stall is done along with good quantity of merchandise.

Funds Raised and Donated: **Rs. 11,460/-**

By BBA Students **Muhammad Arsalan, Zaid Ahmed, Ali Hassan**
French fries stall for Bhura

- Mr. Bhura, 45 year old, former driver, jobless since the past 3 months, lives in Mujahid colony, has three sons, he’s the only bread winner in the family.
- Pakistan International Human Rights Organization (PIHRO) donated Rs.15000
- Rs.3000 were given to Bhura for personal use.
- Total cost for project: Rs.5970

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 15000/-

By BBA Students Tooba Akhawala 17309, Haider Raza 17180 and Shahmir Aslam 18000
Vegetable Cart for MR. RIAZ

- His name is RIAZ. He has 7 brothers and 4 sisters. He was studying but after his father's death he wasn't able to continue his studies and at that time he wasn't having any work so he was unemployed so we arranged a vegetable cart for him.

- The total cost of vegetable cart with vegetables is 18000. The cart cost 10000 and vegetables were of 8000.

Group members: Yousra Jawed (17872), Midhat Zehra (17606), Ayesha Jabbar (17142)
Mr. Shafi, currently works at Meezan bank as a tea boy, lives in Lyari, with his parents, wife and a son, doesn’t earn a sufficient amount of income to fulfil his family’s needs.

Students arranged a French fries stall with inventory worth Rs. 28,700/- at the market area of Cheel Chowk, Lyari.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 28,700/-

By BBA Students **Maha Ilyas** (17037), **Maria Faheem** (17414) and **Naveen Munaf** (17234)
Sewing Machine for Rehmat Bibi

Rehmat Bibi, wife of a welder with inconsistency source of income is a mother of one young son. Recently operated for TB during which she had to get her legs amputated, Rehmat bibi resides in a small quarter in Surjani Town and was in desperate need for help.

Students arranged a sewing machine with miscellaneous things worth Rs. 7,500 so she is able to sew clothes and earn along her husband to support her family.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 7,500/-

By BBA students: Umme Hafsa Siddiqui (17207), Ume-Hani Khalid (17325), Maryam Arif Khan (17666)
The idea was to facilitate the lower class. As there are people out there who work for daily wages that barely covers their basic necessities such as food, so they hardly have any left to buy clothes, shoes etc.

Students made two walls of Kindness one located at Main Gizri, and the other in North Nazimabad.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 6,000/- & Sponsorship from UNICO Paints

By Hania Faraz Mehkri, Ruba Shahab and Ahmed Farooqui
Mr. Ali, an unemployed individual, lives in Liyari, a husband of a maid and father of three, doesn’t have a regular source of income.

We arranged a French fries cart with a cover along with the machinery, oil and potatoes for one month worth Rs. 27,000/- at the crowded area of Liyari.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 27,000/-
EDUCATE A CHILD

- We highlighted the problem of illiteracy in our society for that we joined hands with SWAT in their Educate a Child Program.
- This program is basically designed for the education of the underprivileged kids living mainly in Korangi. We managed to get 5 sponsors from our network who were willing to be a part of this cause. The funds needed is Rs. 3500/- per month from each sponsor.

By BBA Students Hiba Abdul Sattar (17056), Vishal Das (17905) and Abdul Rafay Malik (17000)
Sewing Machine for Miss. Kubra

✓ Miss Kubra, Daughter of an underprivileged family consisting 8 people who lives in a small house of rent in KBR (Bufferzone), who wants to help her mother who earns less by working as a maid and wants to earn money to save it for her future studies.

✓ Students arranged a sewing machine worth Rs. 5,500 and arranged a teacher who will volunteer to give her classes for sewing free of cost.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 5,500/-

By BBA Students: Usman, Nabeel, and Bilal.
French Fries Cabin for Mr. Fayyaz

✓ Mr. Fayyaz, a handicapped individual by birth, lives in a room of rent Rs.3,000 in Malir, needed a regular source of income to earn bread and butter for his underprivileged family who lives in Umer Goth, MirPur.

✓ Students arranged a cabin with inventory worth Rs. 15,800 at the crowded area of North Nazimabad.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 15,800/-
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By BBA Students: Usman, Nabeel, and Bilal.
Boring of Water in Area of Banaras (Orangi Town)

- Boring for clean water in Banaras is required for the residents living nearby.
- We arranged 10K from family and friends for this purpose. Underground work has been started and is still on progress.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 10,000/-

BBA students: Ayesha Saleem, Uroosa Jamil and Oreeba Tasneem
Car broker Mr. Abdul Razzaq

- Mr. Razzaq, is doing a job of a driver at a house in PECHS, has a wife, two children and an old mother to look after at home.
- Mr. Razzaq’s current income is less than his expenses and is having a problem in managing his lifestyle.
- Our group has helped him out by linking him with a friend of ours who does a side business of cars. Mr. Razzaq takes his car to Sunday bazaar and takes a commission on each sale.

By Ali Zain 17049 Bilal Khan 17555
A charity work and a kind of welfare, usually done by attaching cloth hangers from outside of houses. The motto of the movement are two sentences, "leave if you do not need" and "take, if you need"

This wall of kindness is situated at “Azam Basti”, where there is a stand instead of hangers for the people from where they can take clothes.

“Life is too short. Be kind as much as you can.”

Presented by: Hassan Ahmed (17008)
Cart for Mr. Dawood Khan

Mr. Aleem Khan Afridi, driver of my cousin, lives near Baldia town with 5 brothers, 2 sisters, and a mother. He is the only breadwinner for his family.

We arranged a cart for his brother, Mr. Dawood Khan, so that he could also support his family.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 17800

By Social advocacy Students S Muhib Ali, Asish Chawla, Ismail Saleem
Cabin for Mr. Umair

✓ Mr. Umair, former technician in semiens generator dept., lives in Orangi No.16, brother of three unmarried sisters and one 5 year old brother, doesn’t have a regular source of income since the company discontinued its operations.

✓ Students arranged a cabin with inventory worth Rs. 9,300/- at the crowded area of Orangi No.5 altaf nagar.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 9,300/-
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By BBA Students Salman Baig and Abdul Rehman
Mr. Bhatti is a father of seven and works as a night guard in Jauhar. He was constantly in debt and was not able to fulfill his and his family's basic needs with the limited salary.

We arranged the stall with an inventory of Rs. 23,470/- for a setup, moveable in various areas of Jauhar.
Mr. Mohsin (watchman), lives near Safoora Goth, husband of a wife and father of two children, doesn’t have a regular source of income.

We arranged a Fries Stall with inventory worth Rs. 12,800/- at Bazaar in Malir Cantt.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 12,800/-

By BBA Students Salman Shahid, Daniyal Khan & Abdul Samad.
Employment & Education

- Shamsul Rehman works as a security guard. He lives with his wife and four children.
- We arranged jobs for Shamsul Rehman and his wife at Beacon Star Academy and admission of two children in the same school. We also arranged for their accommodation in the same school and they do not have to pay rent for the room.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 10000/-

By BBA Students Anahita Qazi, Shan-e-Abbas, Syeda Zainab Jafri & Uzair Ali
Stitching Business for driver’s wife

✓ Naheed Karimullah lives with her husband and three children. Her husband is only a source of income, he is a driver. She makes bed sheets and garments.

✓ We arranged sewing machine, defected cloth and threads for her so she can make bed sheets and then we can help her in selling her bed sheets.

✓ Till now she has stitched 3 suits and delivered. 2 were sold for Rs 800 and 1 for Rs. 1000.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 5000/-
Ration Shop for Miss. Gulnissa

Miss. Gulnisa, a cancer patient who lives with her widowed sister, Miss. Rashida, in a two room house in Laloo Khait, Liaquatabad. She runs a shop from her home.

Students arranged a ration shop with inventory worth Rs. 22,500/-. 

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 25,000/-

By BBA Students Aimen Fatima Syed, Anum Imran and Murtuza Hussain Khoso
Sewing Machine for Mrs. Rizwana

Mrs. Rizwana, husband passed away from cancer. She lives in Malir, has 2 daughters and a son. She does odd jobs and is unable to meet ends.

Students arranged a sewing machine with inventory worth Rs. 7,000/-. She already knew stitching and had few customers from before. The word was spread to get more customers for her.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 9,000/-
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By BBA Students Aimen Fatima Syed, Anum Imran and Murtuza Hussain Khoso
Cabin for Ms. Khursheed Begum

Ms. Khursheed Begum, a house maid by profession, lives in Bhitai Colony Sector C, has children but since her husbands death her current source of income is insufficient to meet family needs.

Students arranged a cabin with inventory worth Rs. 20,000/- (left over: Rs. 7000) set up inside Khursheed Begums house.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 27,000/-

By BBA Students: Maha Sohail, Usama Khan and Talha Ahmed
Freedom from imprisonment  And Barrow Arranged  for Wali khan

✓ Wali khan a thirteen year old boy lives near Sabzi Mandi with his mother and 4 sisters.
✓ Students helped him in getting out of children jail and restart his business (selling fruits and vegetables).

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 10,500/-

By BBA Students AyeshaKhan, MahrukhRehman, AmeedUrRehman
Shagufta Bibi, is a divorcee who had to put up one of her children for adoption since she has no means of supporting her family.

Students arranged for a home-based cloth stitching business with the help of inventory worth Rs 4500/-. 

Funds Raised and Donated: Inventory worth Rs. 4,500/-

By BBA Students Tasbeeh Fayaz, Mustafa Kamran and Shayan Nawaz Khan
Mr. Khalid, resident of Badra village near Larkana in Sindh, was a former factory worker in Karachi who due to ill health of his mother could not stay in Karachi. And did not have enough funds or job opportunities to support even a below avg. life.

We arranged a little shop in his village through contacts and raised funds which were used for the cabin & inventory.

Funds Raised and Donated: 8,300/-

By BBA Students Muhammad Raahim, Hafsa Rizvi & Ahmer
Delivery boy job and a motor bike to Mr. Shehzad

Mr. Shehzad, A 19 year old Orphan, lost his father 2 years back, currently studying intermediate, has a responsibility to support a family including a mother and two siblings. He requires flexible work hours because of his studies.

We arranged a job of delivery boy with a monthly stipend of Rs.8000, and a motor bike costs Rs.19000.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 19,000/-

By BBA Students, Hamza Momin, Sabih Khan, M.Nauman
The idea was to facilitate the lower class. As there are people out there who work for daily wages that barely covers their basic necessities such as food, so they hardly have any left to buy clothes, shoes etc.

Students made two walls of Kindness one located at Main Gizri, and the other in North Nazimabad.

By Hania Faraz Mehri, Ruba Shahab and Ahmed Farooqui
Mrs. Shahbuddin, lives in Orangi Town, she is a widow and has two daughters. She doesn’t have a regular source of income.

Students arranged a sewing machine worth Rs. 3000/-. 

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 4000/-

By BBA Students Maham Kamal(17444), Sharmeen Saleem(17075) and Yaseera Nasar (17937)
A library is arranged for the students of Tando Ghulam Ali Boys College along with the collaboration of college, situated 60 km away from the Hyderabad.

There are 3 main colleges in that area where around 400 students are enrolled, the library will be beneficial for all of them.

Book Shelves, A Desktop PC with Monitor and around 250 books has been arranged up till now for the students.

By Amir Raza, Saad Muhammad & Syed Muhammad Faizan
Job for Mr. Riju

Mr. Riju, cook in defence garden apartment flats, actually belong to thar. He has 2 younger sisters and 1 son. He wants to educate his sisters and son but initially he can’t afford it.

I find a part time job for him and help him to increase the amount of his earnings.

Presentation by: Deeparkash Duseja
Sustainable Business for Lyari’s Women:

- We had interacted with Lyari women & got inspired from stories & artesian skills. As Project, the team took over the challenge of reviving the “Integrated People” project of Kiran Foundation on the sustainable level.
- **MISSION:** To showcase the skills of these women around the world & connect them with markets around the world in a fashion that alleviates poverty and promotes sustainability with exhibitions.
- More than 50 Women are part of this program. They will be given trainings of Entrepreneurship, English(by British Council), present & future trends in fashion industry & how to make products which actually attract the upper Class.
- Women work 4 to 5 hours in IP’s workplace & make new innovative products. We will be selling those products through Exhibitions & online platforms before EID. We made mothers the partners of this Business so they simply earn whatever they make.
- **Our role in IP’s REVIVAL:**
  - Arrange all the required finances for this Long Term Project.
  - Arrange all the required resources & raw materials.
  - Hire Professional designers & individuals who can train & guide these women.
  - Make all the required arrangements of IP’s exhibitions to target elite class.
  - Make IP’s own online selling Store.

WE’LL OWN & MANAGE THIS PROJECT UNTILL IT STARTS FUNCTIONING & GENERATING PROFITS

Grant approved from Smith College: **10,000$/-**

By BBA Students: Maaz Mohammad Ismail (17854) 2. Asad Ali Butt (17090) 3. Syeda Mahjabeen Tauqir (16988)
Coconut Cart for Mr. Muhammad Ali

Mr. Muhammad Ali, a young boy who is unemployed and, lives in Moosa kalooni nearby Ziauddin Hospital North Naziabad, brother of three younger sisters and elder son of an employed mother and unemployed father, doesn’t have a regular source of income.

Students arranged a coconut cart with inventory worth Rs. 18,000/- at the crowded area of KDA Chowrangi.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 18,000/-

By BBA Students Salman Shakil and Hashir Ahmed
Mr. Zeeshan is unemployed and lives in Maymar. His father is a Gardner. Father of two, doesn’t have a regular source of income.

Students arranged a Cart with inventory worth Rs. 12,100/- at the crowded area of Gulshan. Cart costing 8100 and 4000 for other Expenses.

By BBA Students Raheel Elahi (17513), Yasir Junaid Ahmedani (17782), Maira Gul (17169)
Mr. Gulzareen Khan is married and lives in Hijrat colony. He has 6 daughters and 2 young sons. He is suffering from kidney problem and previously sold ice slabs to run his family expenditures.

We managed to arranged PKR 10,000/- to buy the inventory and repair the stall.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 10,000/-

By BBA Students Ahsan, Nasir, Tayaba, Samahir, Aisha & Kanza
Ms. Nazia, divorced. She has two young daughters. No source of income but she know some tailoring work.

Students arranged a sewing machine with motor Rs. 7500/-

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 7,500/-

By BBA Students: Samahir, Aisha, Kanza, Tayaba, Nasir & Ahsan
This is a water cooler placed outside Rida Siddiqui’s neighbor’s house. It was not functional since 6-7 months since the neighbors are out of country for more than a year.

Repairs and maintenance with filter replacement cost Rs. 14,300/- which was arranged self individually; by friends, and relatives.
Water bottles for Mohammad Shafeeq

✓ Mr. Shafeeq, of around 23 years of age, the only brother of 2 younger sisters, doesn’t have any source of income due to lack of skills and education.
✓ Students arranges fresh water bottles to sell at the crowded Korangi road.

By BBA students: Mahnoor Alam, Shahryar Nadeem, Shaharyar khalid

Funds Raised: Rs 1000
Sewing Machines for Allarakhi

Funds/Supplies Raised and Donated Worth: Around 22,000 PKR

The woman we helped is Allarakhi. We got to know about her through Suleiman and Ryan (a friend), and raised funds/supplies from our network to get her a sewing machine and an embroidery machine. She has the skill to do that, but not the finances, we arranged that for her.

Suleman Sethi (17862), Alina Khan (17621), Zoha Zaidi (17775)
Cabin for Rashid

We are helping an individual, his name is Rashid. Rashid has five siblings and his father has recently passed away. His mother works, but she doesn’t get enough income. We have arranged a cabin with inventory worth Rs. 21,500/-

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 21,500/-

By BBA Students Arisha Meraj, Sara Ghazal, and Syeda Fariha.
Mr. Arshad (Gardner), lives in Malir Cantt, husband of a wife and father of two children, doesn’t have a regular source of income. We arranged special driving classes for him and now he is working as a taxi driver in Jauhar.

Hammad Rehman lives near Shah Faisal Colony. He has 2 sisters. Both of the sisters are unmarried. His father is paralyzed so his father is unable to earn. He has no proper source of income so we decided to arrange driving classes for him and provide him job in my uncle’s house.

Funds Raised and Donated: *****

By BBA Students Ahsan Mehmood, Sabahat Shah & Shariq Nadeem
Machine for MR Azam’s Daughter

Mr Azam currently works in Rufi Green city as watchmen but he was unable to full fill his family needs and his daughter knows how to stitch but does not have a proper machine for stitching.

So therefore with a proper research of his background we raised funds and donated a machine of (Regent Company) to his daughter. Machine includes Motor and cover in addition.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 6200/-

By Raheel Riaz (17842), Syeda Zurriya Adil (17146) and Turab Raza (16980)
Rotract Club has selected few needy people and giving them proper training of tailoring and when their training will be completed, rottract club will help them to start their tailoring business by donating them machines. We raised funds and donated a machine to rottract club so we can help a needy person to start his business.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 5000/-

By Raheel Riaz (17842), Syeda Zurriya Adil (17146) and Turab Raza (16980)
Collaboration of shirteeez with it’s a stich

- Our brand ShirteeeZ has now decided to enter the Kurti market and has approached its a stich to provide all the stitching and tailoring services in accordance with their requirement. This approach will provide benefits to both the ladies (whom A-stich is helping) to get orders.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 0/-

By Raheel Riaz (17842), Syeda Zurriya Adil (17146) and Turab Raza (16980)
Donated Books and fees to Three kids Saira, Tayyaba and Atif

- Saira, Tayyaba and Atif belongs to a needy family. Their parents were unable to afford their fees and course. Saira is in 7th class, Atif is in 5th class and Tayyaba is in 2 class.
- We raised funds and provided them books and fees for one year.

By Raheel Riaz (17842), Syeda Zurriya Adil (17146) and Turab Raza (16980)

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 11500/-
Sewing machine for Mr. Abdul Wahid

- Mr. Wahid, lives in Korangi, is the sole provider for his mother and sister, doesn’t have a regular source of income.
- Students arranged a sewing machine worth approximately Rs. 6,000/- and had it repaired for Rs. 3,200/-. A temporary job was arranged at Mayar Boutique with future plans for self employment.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 9,200/-
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By BBA(H) Students Saud Tanveer and Asad Bilal Sheikh
Mrs. Nassem, a domestic maid, lives in Mazdoor Colony, wife of Mr. Mazhar and a mother of six daughters (two blind by birth) and one son, doesn’t have a sufficient source of income.

Students arranged a sewing machine along with the necessary supplies and equipment, worth Rs. 9,940/- required in starting her tailoring business at her place, Mazdoor Colony.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 9,940/-

By BBA Students Tooba Alam, Lorraine Mendes and Humaid Zahid
Mrs. Raheela Amir, home maker, husband is a heart patient, who was forced to resign from his job as a rider for a bank. Mrs. Amir has skills and experience with sewing.

Students arranged a sewing machine with needed appliances worth Rs. 16,065/- and set it up at Mrs. Amir's house.

Funds Raised and Donated: Rs. 16,065/-

By BBA Students Afsah Tufail, Anoushaey Saif and Erum Naseer